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by Angharad Williams

“After three years working in England all 

I could think about was how I could 

get  back to Africa and to the chimps”

he number of 
chimpanzees 
living in the wild is 
dropping drastically. 
At one time, over one 
million chimpanzees 

inhabited more than 25 countries in 
Africa but today it is estimated that 
only one quarter of them survive. 
They are in danger of being wiped 
out completely, but individuals are 
working tirelessly to try and make a 
difference. In a matter of weeks 40-
year-old Dubliner Lynn Clifford will 
travel half way across the world to 
the rainforests of Cameroon to care 
for baby chimpanzees whose parents 
have been killed by illegal hunting. 

“Chimps are quite amazing, they’re 
so human-like,” said a passionate Lynn. 
“They laugh if you tickle them, they 
play tag around you and they’ll be 
laughing while they do it. They watch 
you and then copy what you did. To be 
able to take a baby chimp that’s been 
so traumatised by humans that they’re 
terrified and don’t trust anybody 
and to be able to help them gain 
confidence is an amazing thing.

“I had been travelling in Africa in 
2001 and went over to see the gorillas 
in Uganda and when I was there I 
found out about an island which is 

T

over. In the end I stayed for nearly 11 
months and the day before I left I met 
a French lady who was a primatologist 
and we started talking. 

“I was crying because I didn’t want 
to leave because the chimpanzees 
become your family and a part of your 
daily life. She told me about another 
sanctuary which needed help and 
gave me the details. Once I was home I 
tried to get in touch with the lady who 
ran it; I wrote and phoned her without 
success, and then I decided to book 
a flight over there and go looking for 
her. I turned up at the village where 
she was and said I’d help.”

Lynn spent the next few months 
working in the rainforest for the Pongo 
Songo Rehabilitation Project which 
rears and protects young chimps who 

‘I’m trying to save African 
chimpanzees from 

extinction’

a sanctuary called Ngomba Island. 
As soon as I saw the chimpanzees I 
realised that this was what I wanted 
to do with my life. I initially tried to get 
a job there as a volunteer but there’s 
a three-year waiting list, so I put my 
name down and returned to England 
were I worked for quite a large 
manufacturing company. 

“After three years all I kept thinking 
about was Africa and how I could get 
back. I started looking on websites 
to see what work with animals was 
available out there and everyone 
wanted people with experience. I 
trained as a veterinary nurse in the UK 
for six years after I left school and then 
one day I found this website looking 
for volunteers in Cameroon, so I got 
in touch with them and said I’d go 

Lynn Clifford came across a chimpanzee 
sanctuary when travelling. Six years later 
she spends all her time and all her money 
helping baby chimpanzees in Cameroon
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“My family think that I’m completely mad 

“I live like a local with no electricity, 

I wash in the river which is dirtier than 

the Liffey and has crocodiles in it”

and that I should grow up and get a 

job, get a house and try to meet a man”

Lynn has dedicated her whole life to taking care of African chimpanzees

Lynn explains that the chimps are very similar to babies and will laugh if they’re tickled and love to play tag with her

cannot survive in the wild. 
“I was left alone with the chimps 

and tried to improve their lives. The 
chimps there were living in a house 
with local people which wasn’t good 
for the baby chimps because a lot of 
people have tuberculous and there’s a 
risk of transferring illnesses between 
people and chimpanzees. Like, if 
someone gets a cold the baby chimps 
would all get it, but unfortunately 
they become very sick with it and it 
becomes pneumonia very quickly.

“The first thing I did was get them 
out of the house, into the forest and 
then tested them for diseases and got 
them vaccinated. I spent about eight 
months there, then came home did 

some work to save some money and 
then went back out there. 

“I did the same thing the following 
year and now I’m back in Ireland again. 
Unfortunately, the project is very 
underfunded so about a year-and-a-
half ago I started raising money for the 
project to try and get food for them, 
I was able to raise enough money to 
help the chimps get a more balanced 
diet and as a result their health 
improved dramatically.”

Many African countries hit the 
headlines because of violence and 
civil war, and although Cameroon 
is a peaceful country Lynn has had 
her share of hairy moments: “When 
I arrived there last year there were 
riots on the streets and the military 
were out shooting people. Thankfully 
I was able to stay with friends and 

we locked the gates and boarded 
ourselves in until it all calmed down. 
It was terrifying. On the whole I’ve 
never felt threatened or unsafe in 
Cameroon. The people are fantastic 
and amazing and they’re very helpful. 
The government are one of the most 
progressive when it comes to wildlife 
law and protection. It’s illegal to buy, 
sell, eat or keep any endangered 
animal. Cameroon was one of the first 
countries to actually enforce the law 
and lock someone up for breaking it, 
so they are doing good work, but it’s 
just not enough.” 

One of the threats to the 
chimpanzees is from the local villages. 
The chimps and other endangered 

animals are often killed for their 
meat by the hungry villagers as Lynn 
explains: “Where the little village is 
in a nature reserve, which by law is 
protected from hunting and poaching 
but the people from the village go 
into the forest and hunt for meat 
and they eat chimpanzees and other 
protected wildlife. There’s an illegal 
village in the forest where hunters 
come to from all over Cameroon and 
hunt and then sell the meat in the big 
towns. Whenever I travel into town 
there would be so much dead stuff 
on top of the cars it just would break 
my heart. 

“But it’s not for me to tell them to 
‘stop it’ I can’t do that. Thankfully the 
people in my village stopped eating 
chimpanzees and people would 
now leave them on their own and 
not disturb them. Deforestation is a 

“I’ve caught malaria so many times 
I’ve had tumble worms, abscesses, and 
at the moment I have worms under 
my skin but I can’t get the drugs in 
Ireland to treat myself. But with all of 
that I love it, I just love it. I plan to go 
back this year and spend another nine 
months over there.  My family think 
I’m completely mad and that I should 
grow up and get a job, get a house 
and meet a man. Unless you’ve been 
out there you can’t understand. 

“Here I feel we get sucked into the 

nine to five and if we stopped and 
slowed down and spent time taking 
to each other then we’d be happier. 
In Ireland I’m not helping anyone 
whereas over there I’m really making 
a difference. 

“Long-term I hope to have a project 
or sanctuary of my own. It’s never 
simple, setting up a project takes a 
lot of money, and unfortunately the 
economy the way it is I think people 
are really willing to give money to 
project involving animals that are 
far away.”
If you would like more information 
about Lynn’s work then you can 
contact her at lynardc1@gmail.com

critical problem 
for the chimps 
because cutting 
down the trees 
and clearing the 
forests for crop 
land removes 
the chimps’ 
living space 
and reduces the 
amount of food 
that they need 
to survive. ”

Education is 
key to changing 
attitudes and 
Lynn gave classes 
in schools in 
Douala city 
where she 
explained 
her work in 
protecting the 
chimps. “I did 
some education 
on conservation 
and chimpanzees 
and focused 
on the fact 
that they’re 
endangered. We 
drew pictures 
and older children wrote letters to say 
what they had learnt that day and one 
boy he wrote a letter to the president 
and asked him to stop the bad hunters 
killing the chimpanzees. It was so 
simple but so cool.”   

Lynn knows there will be no 
chimpanzees left in the wild by 2050 
if the hunting continues: “I can’t even 
look at a chimpanzee on the television 
at the moment because it just breaks 
my heart, I think of these guys the 
whole time and I worry about them. 

A few of my friends have come to 
visit me in Cameroon and they just 
couldn’t consider doing what I do 
just because of the way I live and the 
difficulties I face everyday. 

“I live in a local village and I live 
like a local person so I have a room 
in a house and snakes and rats are 
everywhere. You have to store food 
high up or ants attack any food you 
have, it’s quite a difficult life. 

“The humidity is unbelievable 
because you are in the rainforest 
and there’s no electricity or running 
water and I have to wash in the river 
which is dirtier than the Liffey and has 
crocodiles in it. 
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